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BioVolume is an imaging device that captures and automatically measures subcutaneous tumours in rodents. It has

so far been used to scan tumours on the flank, or in the mammary fat pad by 130 users across 25 organisations, 18

mouse strains, and >100 tumour cell lines. More than 37,000 scans have been captured and stored in our global

dataset, of which ~8000 are repeat scans of a tumour taken by 2-5 users on the same day (inter-operator repeats).

The median Coefficient of Variation (CoV) for these repeats shows BioVolume significantly reduces inter-operator

variability in comparison to callipers(1).

Tumours in the Shoulder

The rodent flank is commonly used as a site for subcutaneous tumour studies, but it is not always suitable.

Radioligands used to visualise targets in the tumour also accumulate in the liver and kidneys in the same region as

flank tumours. For this reason it is common to inoculate tumours in the shoulder or leg where radioligand signals will

not overlap. Such tumours are judged more difficult to measure using traditional callipers without a solid

background. Imaging techniques including fluorescent markers and BioVolume also rely on contrast between

background tissues and tumour during volumetric calculation.

Animal Handling During Measurement

Callipers are operated using one hand while the other hand scruffs the mouse. With BioVolume, image capture is

handsfree, so both hands can be used to scruff the mouse and hold the leg to prevent movement and to position the

tumour in the centre of the aperture.

It was hoped in this study that BioVolume could reduce measurement variability between users and enable

consistent measurement of rodent leg tumours.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS
It will be useful to confirm and refine these methods to find the optimum animal handling and placement during
scanning and to create a fully standardised protocol . It will be interesting to repeat this study with different cell
lines and mouse strains to account for different sources of variation, and to determine how other morphologies for
example flatter or more diffuse tumours can affect tumour measurement in the leg.

BioVolume outperformed callipers, achieving lower user measurement variability in both cohorts. BioVolume also
standardised measurement, removing user bias by reducing the difference between repeat user measurements
from the mean.

Inoculation location also appeared to be an important factor in reducing measurement variability; the median CoV
for both BioVolume and calliper measurements was lower in Cohort 2 than Cohort 1. We speculate this was because
tumours inoculated higher up into the mouse shoulder had a solid plane (the rodent body) behind them which
made measurement by callipers and the 3D modelling done by BioVolume more accurate. One of the users had less
experience with callipers, and this was the first study that all three users performed using BioVolume. Therefore it
is not possible to know how much of the reduction in variation from Cohort 1 to Cohort 2 was due solely to the
change in inoculation location.

Overall CoVs reported here were higher than the respective CoVs in our global dataset. This was not surprising and
confirms that tumours on the leg and shoulder are indeed more difficult to measure consistently than tumours on
the flank. BioVolume did outperform callipers in both cohort studies however, which indicates that it is a feasible
option for reducing measurement variability in leg tumours as well as flank tumours.

We therefore conclude that tumour measurement variability can be reduced for subcutaneous tumours in the 
rodent leg in two ways:

• By ensuring that tumour is inoculated high up in the rodent shoulder, away from the knee joint

• By using BioVolume instead of callipers to take tumour measurements

References: (1) Brough, D., et al. MetaArXiv Prepr. 2021. https://doi.org/10.31222/osf.io/hvfpx.

Figure 1. Inoculation location effect on tumour scanning.

Example tumour inoculated in the leg (top row) and higher up in the shoulder (bottom row). Thermal (left) and RGB images (middle) shown
with the automatic tumour boundary detected by BioVolume outlined in red. The green silicon aperture can be seen in the RGB image. 3D
models without RGB overlay shown on the right.

Figure 2 . Example removal of tumour segmentation.

Left to right; thermal image with automatic tumour
segmentation (red area), thermal image with
segmentation removed, 3D model of the rodent leg. The
3D and thermal images show there is no tumour
present in this case.

Figure 3. Rotated (top) and correctly presented (bottom) tumour in the mouse shoulder.

Repeat scans of the same tumour taken on the same day by different BioVolume users are shown. The top row of images is an example of
rotated presentation of the rodent body and tumour to the green BioVolume aperture. The bottom row of images shows the same tumour,
presented correctly. The tumour has been presented squarely to the aperture. Images are (left to right); thermal image, RGB image, 3D
image with RGB overlay. The tumour boundary is shown in red.
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Figure 4. CoV for inter-operator repeats for BioVolume and callipers in both trial cohorts. BioVolume median CoV was significantly lower than
calliper CoV in both cohorts (114, and 159 paired repeats respectively), indicating reduced measurement variability. CoVs were calculated from
3 user measurements. Violin and box plots used to show data distribution, median (labelled) and quartiles. P<0.0005 for both cohorts, one-
sided t-Tests. Global CoV medians for BioVolume (blue) and callipers (orange) are shown (0.11 and 0.172 respectively). Y axis capped.

Inoculation Location

In both cohorts, 40 Nude mice were inoculated with a model tumour. Repeat measurements were taken by 3 users,
using callipers and BioVolume. During measurement of Cohort 1 it was noted that tumours lower down in the leg
were more difficult to scan and measure (Figure 1). Therefore Cohort 2 tumours were inoculated as high up the leg as
possible.

Managing Scan Quality

Scans and automatic segmentation defining the tumour boundary were checked by eye. Scans where the automatic
segmentation was judged to be incorrect were corrected manually (10% of scans), example in Figure 2. 74% of
automatic tumour measurements were correct in Cohort 1, and 88% in Cohort 2.

BioVolume reduces user bias

BioVolume reduced user measurement bias as shown in Figure 5. The absolute range between users' median

percentage differences when measuring using BioVolume was 7.6X smaller than the range when using callipers (3.1

vs 25.0%), indicating that BioVolume standardised measurement.

User 287 (green) consistently overmeasured tumours when using callipers in comparison to the other two users.

This bias was removed when using BioVolume which brought their median within 0.12% of the group mean.

With callipers, all three users had one quartile at or over the 20% difference limit, further indicating the high

variability between users. Use of BioVolume standardised measurement for all users, reducing variability and

decreasing the interquartile range of each user (intra-operator variation).

Figure 5. User bias with callipers vs BioVolume.
Violin plots showing % difference from the mean of measurements for each user with callipers (left) and BioVolume (right). BioVolume
reduced user measurement bias, especially for user 287 (green). Median and quartiles are shown, median value labelled. N>224 for
each user, labelled on plots. ±20% difference from the mean shown as dashed red lines.

BioVolume reduces inter-operator variability

CoV was used to determine that BioVolume significantly reduced interoperator variability in comparison to callipers
in both cohorts (Figure 4, P<0.0005 in both cases).

Interestingly, median CoV and the interquartile range for both devices decreased from Cohort 1 to Cohort 2. This
suggests that inoculation site may also have played a role in reducing measurement variability.

CoV for both devices was higher than the global CoV medians for the same device measuring flank tumours which
was not unexpected given the reputation of leg tumours as more difficult to measure.

Animal Handling and Positioning

BioVolume uses machine learning to always measure the longest length and perpendicular width of the 3D tumour
model captured. This is dependent on the tumour and animal body being presented squarely to the camera, as
rotation can change the recorded tumour dimensions. Example rotated and correctly presented tumours are shown
in Figure 3. Angle of tumour presentation is therefore something that should be included as part of the experimental
SOP.

Hand placement during measurement was not standardised when using BioVolume, allowing users to experiment
and find a comfortable grip. Variations of one hand scruffing the rodent, the other hand positioning the leg were
used.
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